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Resource title: 

Subtitle: 

Author:

STEP 1 Complete all five sections to examine the extent to which the resource 
demonstrates each CARE principle using the following scoring key:

CENTER FOR ANTIRACIST EDUCATION  !  TEACHING RESOURCE RUBRIC

PEOPLE: Affirm the dignity and humanity of all people.
PRINCIPLE CHARACTERISTICS SCORE

Tells the stories of diverse people without omission  

Recognizes that no group is a monolith and individuals have diverse 
perspectives and beliefs

Centers the voices and words of marginalized people instead of relying on how 
dominant groups view them

TOTAL SCORE FOR ALL COLUMNS:

Harmful 
misadherence 

(-2)

No evidence 
of adherence 

(-1)

Not 
applicable 

(0)

Partial 
adherence 

(+1)

Empowering 
adherence 

(+2)

HISTORY: Embrace historical truths.
PRINCIPLE CHARACTERISTICS SCORE

Emphasizes how groups actively resisted oppression, made choices, and took 
action to create their own future

Challenges stories of victimization to demonstrate how marginalized groups 
persevered and built supportive communities

Connects the past to the present 

TOTAL SCORE FOR ALL COLUMNS:

Changing the Narrative

How we teach and learn about American Indians

New American History.org
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CONSCIOUSNESS: Develop a critical consciousness.
PRINCIPLE CHARACTERISTICS SCORE

Uses counter-narratives to question the dominant narrative

Reveals systems of power that have resulted in the marginalization of non-
dominant groups

Critiques inequity that has resulted from disparate power 
and marginalization.

TOTAL SCORE FOR ALL COLUMNS:

RACISM : Recognize race and confront racism.
PRINCIPLE CHARACTERISTICS SCORE

Avoids stereotypical, judgmental, negative, token, or foreign/exotic depiction of 
marginalized groups

Makes hidden racism visible

Explicitly addresses racism and bias

TOTAL SCORE FOR ALL COLUMNS:

SYSTEMS: Create just systems.
PRINCIPLE CHARACTERISTICS SCORE

Provokes critical questions about systems, policies, and the status quo

Provides accurate information on the complexity of social change and how 
movements work

Encourages action to combat inequity and promote equity

TOTAL SCORE FOR ALL COLUMNS:

Harmful 
misadherence 

(-2)

No evidence 
of adherence 

(-1)

Not 
applicable 

(0)

Partial 
adherence 

(+1)

Empowering 
adherence 

(+2)
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2 1 2
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1 1
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0 2

1 0 0

2 2 -2

2 0
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Determine holistic adherence to the CARE principle based on your ratings 
for each principle in step 1. Enter the total scores for each sub-rubric into 
the appropriate box.

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

Harmful 
misadherence 

(-6 to –4)

No evidence 
of adherence 

(-3 to –1)

Not 
applicable 

(0)

Partial 
adherence 

(1 to 3)

Empowering 
adherence 

(4 to 6)

PRINCIPLE EVALUATIVE QUESTION: Does the resource ... SCORE

PEOPLE Center stories of people from marginalized groups?

HISTORY Emphasize stories of resistance and perseverance?

CONSCIOUSNESS Question dominant narratives and expose marginalization?

RACISM Make hidden racism visible and address bias?

SYSTEMS Encourage thinking about systems and policies?

Do the math.  Add up the scores for all principles. 

Check the box. Determine your recommendation for this resource.

FINAL OVERALL COMPOSITE SCORE

Recommended for use (empowering adherence) 
generally, scores between 9 and 30

Recommended with reservations (partial adherence) 
generally, scores between –10 and 10

Not recommended (no evidence of adherence or harmful misadherence) 
generally, scores between -9 and -30

6 3 6

6 3 6

5 5 6

6 5 5

5 2 0

28 18 23

✔ ✔ ✔
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STEP 5 Reviewer recommendation rationale

Many of the resources included in the presentation of this multi-day lesson are for teachers to extend their own 
learning. The purpose of the lesson and suggested links is very clear: Both students and teachers will learn how to re-
think their approach to teaching and learning about American Indians. Smithsonian’s National Museum of the 
American Indian launched the Native Knowledge 360° project with a focus on presenting a 10-part framework for 
educators to ask themselves as they teach Native history. The framework stresses the importance of challenging the 
ideas that all American Indians are the same or that all American Indians are a people from the past; instead, a focus 
on the resilience and the ongoing agency of Native people must be stressed. The podcast recommended from 
BackStory is entitled “Imagined Nations.” It does a fantastic job addressing the stereotypical ways that American 
Indians have been depicted in photographs, images, and recent movies and television shows, and challenges 
listeners to question those depictions. The lesson goes on to look at the complexities surrounding the use of Land 
Acknowledgments. Teachers are directed to the Native Governance Center to further their knowledge on the topic. 
Recommended for use.

This resource is relevant and engaging in combatting negative stereotypes about Native Americans and “replacing 
propaganda with truth.” It starts with important vocabulary terms and a video that depicts Indigenous people 
discussing the harms of dominant racist narratives. Unfortunately, the author then provides possible discussion stems 
that ask educators to consider what they think about “professional sports teams using mascots as “Indians, “Braves, 
Redskins…” and asks if they “agree or disagree with the ideas” presented in the video. This seems to be invalidating 
as well and culturally insensitive. I do not recommend using these discussion stems. This resource also has a 
podcast, “Backstory,” that is broken into segments connecting American history to football teams. It ends with a 
resource, Bunk, to help teachers change the dominant narrative. The author of this project also included graphic 
organizers for differentiation, reflective journal, and Socratic seminar question stems to process the information and 
create a thoughtful learning environment. I recommend this resource because it is relevant and engaging. It includes 
an important history of the marginalization of Native Americans and how resistance to dominant narratives is helping 
society become more informed, culturally responsive and historically accurate. 

Rather than being a single resource, Changing the Narrative is a collection of resources and possible activities for 
inviting people to reconsider their understanding of Indigenous peoples. The resource is recommended with a few 
significant caveats. First, the page features a racial slur. Although the activity around it is useful, a teacher or facilitator 
should be prepared to modify the activity. The second reason, which is related to the first, is that the resources are 
presented with the assumption there are no Indigenous children or adults in the class or that none of the participants 
have personal relationships with Indigenous people. Third, the language in the tasks says that they are for adult 
learners. If they choose to use this with their classes, high school teachers will need to modify some of the tasks and 
language. Finally, the activities stop at learning and acknowledgement and do not offer actions to combat inequality. 
Despite these features, the resource is strongly recommended as it centers Indigenous voices, presents complex 
histories, and challenges prevailing narratives about Indigenous people and nations. 


